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Push Down Table Top Scissors
CTT-5 | £9.25
These scissors are easy to use simply requiring a pushing
down action on the “T” shaped handle. The spring will
automatically reopen the scissors once the pressure is
released.
Can be used either by maintaining the paper in a fixed
position and “scooting” the scissors along with each
cutting action; or by keeping the scissors stable (a
Dycem® mat can help with this) and moving the paper
towards the scissors.

PPLIED IN
NOW SU CASE
IP
Z
HANDY

OUR OT FINDS THESE GOOD FOR…

✓ Weak hand and/or arm strength

FEATURE

BENEFITS

Discreet spring

This spring automatically reopens the
scissors after every cut

Large “T” shaped
handles

Designed for use on table-top to give good
stability and leverage

High quality
stainless steel blade

Provides longevity and cuts through paper
with ease

Blade guard

Fixes over the blades to provide safe storage

NEW!
Zip case

Attractive and handy for storing other small
items such as pencil grips. Keeps the
scissors safe when not in use.

✓ Poor motor control
✓ Tremor
✓ Joint protection in conditions
like Arthritis
✓ Cost effective table top scissor
✓

with poor strength
able to access/carry the scissor
independently

RECOMMENDED FOR

Weak Grip

Poor Hand Control

Tremor
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Long Loop
Easi-Grip®
Scissors
LEG-3 | £6.75

| LEG-5/5L | £6.95

A range of ultra light weight
self-opening scissors with the
added benefit of a long loop
handle which gives a more
positive grip, preventing scissors
twisting in the hand thereby
aiding stabilisation. Designed
for use by those with weak
hands and wrists or those who
are unable to use conventional
style scissors due to swollen and
painful joints.

LEG-5L

OUR OT FINDS THESE GOOD FOR…

✓ Poor sensation, weak grip,
hand strength and/or motor
control
✓ earning correct index
finger placement
✓ Motor planning difficulties.
For example, Dyspraxia
✓

with joint
hypermobility

LEG-5

LEG-3

LEG-1

FEATURE

BENEFITS

Light weight

Does not fatigue user

Continuous loop
handle

Automatically reopens scissors when
pressure released

Additional long
loop handle

Aids finger isolation using middle, ring and
little finger for strength whilst index finger is
used for guidance. Alternatively for those
with very restricted movement, fingers can
be placed over the long loop handle

High quality
polymer

Does not snap and retains spring action

Colour coded
handles

Easily identify correct pair to use:
Blue handles = Right Hand
Green handles = Left Hand

High quality
stainless steel blade

Provides longevity and cuts through paper
with ease

Blade guard

Fixes over the blades to provide safe storage

Wide finger
contact area

Ensures a comfortable grip which can be
maintained throughout use

RECOMMENDED FOR
Weak Grip

Poor Hand Control
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Long Loop Scissors
LPR-5 | LPL-5 | £5.45
Designed with an extended loop to give increased strength and control over the cutting action.
Assists with poor motor control, including those with Dyspraxia and similar conditions.
(A spring assisted version is also available, please see LPR-5/SO and LPL-5/SO).

LPR-5

LPL-5/L

OUR OT FINDS THESE GOOD FOR…

✓ Weak grip/strength
✓ Poor motor control
✓ Training placement of the
thumb while continuing to
provide the benefit of the long
loop handle
✓ Introducing the skill of opening
and closing the scissors
✓

who are able to open
and close the scissors but
become confused about finger
placement in regular scissors

FEATURE

BENEFITS

Long loop handle

Provides superb control of cutting action
using middle, ring and little finger for strength
whilst index finger is used for guidance

Wide finger
contact area

Ensures a comfortable grip which can be
maintained throughout use

Colour coded
handles

Easily identify correct pair to use:
Blue handles = Right Hand
Green handles = Left Hand

High quality
stainless steel blade

Provides longevity and cuts through paper
with ease

RECOMMENDED FOR

Weak Grip

Poor Hand Control

Tremor
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Self-Opening Long Loop Scissors
LPR-5/SO | LPL-5/SO |

£7.25

Designed with an extended loop to give increased strength and control over the cutting action with
the added benefit of a discreet spring which automatically reopens the scissors, allowing the user to
concentrate on manipulating the paper and directing the cut.

LPL-5/SO

OUR OT FINDS THESE GOOD FOR…

✓ Weak grip/strength
✓ Poor motor control
✓ Training placement of the
thumb while continuing to
provide the benefit of the long
loop handle
✓ Introducing the skill of opening
and closing the scissors
✓

who are able to open
and close the scissors but
become confused about finger
placement in regular scissors

FEATURE

BENEFITS

Fitted with discreet
spring

Reopens scissors after every cut

Long loop handle

Provides superb control of cutting action
using middle, ring and little finger for strength
whilst index finger is used for guidance

Wide finger contact
area

Ensures a comfortable grip which can be
maintained throughout use

Colour coded
handles

Easily identify correct pair to use:
Blue handles = Right Hand
Green handles = Left Hand

High quality
stainless steel blade

Provides longevity and cuts through paper
with ease

Blade guard

Fixes over the blades to provide safe storage

RECOMMENDED FOR

Weak Grip

Poor Hand Control

Tremor
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Easi-Grip® Scissors
PEG-3 | £6.25

| PEG-5/5L | £6.50

A range of ultra light weight self-opening scissors.
Ideal for special needs due to weak hands or those
who are unable to use conventional style scissors.
PEG-5/L

FEATURE

BENEFITS

Light weight

Does not fatigue user

Continuous loop
handle

Automatically reopens scissors when
pressure is released

No finger loops

Can be used with thumb and fingers or
palm, requires only a gentle squeeze to use

High quality
polymer

Does not snap and retains spring action

Colour coded
handles

Easily identify correct pair to use:
Blue handles = Right Hand
Green handles = Left Hand

High quality
stainless steel blade

Provides longevity and cuts through paper
with ease

✓ Weak grip or poor hand
strength

Blade guard

Fixes over the blades to provide safe storage

✓ Difficulty isolating individual
finger movements

Wide finger
contact area

Ensures a comfortable grip which can be
maintained throughout use

PEG-5

PEG-3

PEG-1

OUR OT FINDS THESE GOOD FOR…

✓

with swollen hands

✓

hand
dominance after stroke or

RECOMMENDED FOR

Weak Grip
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Dual Control Teaching Scissors
PTR-5 | PTL-5 | £6.25
Developed under consultation with Occupational Therapists
to assist the client who:
• Has poor visuo motor co-ordination
• Lacks the strength to complete the cutting action
• Has a tremor and cannot place the scissors at a given starting point
• Has poor background/foreground differentiation.
PTL-1

PTR-1

PTL-5

PTR-5

The client uses the loops furthest from the blade, whilst the O.T. places their fingers over the client’s hand
and through the loops nearest the blade to assist with placement, guidance and strength.

OUR OT FINDS THESE GOOD FOR…

✓
✓ Supporting clients who are unable
to hold the scissors independently
✓ Demonstrating scissor use to
those who find it difficult to
follow instructions
✓ Encouraging bilateral hand use

FEATURE

BENEFITS

Double loop
handles

Allows therapist and client to
simultaneously complete the cutting action

Wide finger
contact area

Ensures a comfortable grip which can be
maintained throughout use

Colour coded
handles

Easily identify correct pair to use:
Blue handles = Right Hand
Green handles = Left Hand

High quality
stainless steel blade

Provides longevity and cuts through paper
with ease

RECOMMENDED FOR

✓ Reduced grip strength and
motor control
✓ Supporting those with a
visual impairment or a tremor
✓ Developing confidence in
reluctant scissor users

Weak Grip

Poor Hand Control

Tremor

Visual Impairment
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Mounted Table Top Scissors
PTT-5/PB | £22.00

| PTT-5/WB | £34.50

Designed for use by those with very limited strength and control, or for use one-handed. Either with
a brightly coloured green plastic base which provides stability whilst keeping the product lightweight,
or a solid wooden base to give ultimate stability. Simply push the paper or card along the base
until in position, then push down the “T” shaped handle to cut. The hidden spring will automatically
reopen the blades in readiness for the next cut. It is often advantageous to use the more dextrous
hand to manipulate the paper whilst the more affected hand works the scissors.
PPLIED IN
NOW SU CASE
IP
Z
Y
D
HAN

FEATURE

BENEFITS

Discreet spring

Automatically reopens the scissors
after every cut

Large “T” shaped
handle

Provides ease of use and good
leverage

PTT-1/PB

High quality
Provides longevity and cuts
stainless steel blade through paper with ease

PTT-5/WB

Plastic base with
rubber feet

Lightweight yet stable

Wooden base with
Dycem® strips

Ultimate stability

NEW!
Zip case

Attractive and handy for storing
other small items such as pencil
grips. Keeps the scissors safe
when not in use.

OUR OT FINDS THESE GOOD FOR…

✓ Weak hand or arm strength
✓ Poor motor control
✓ Tremor
✓ One handed operation.
For example, those with
Cerebral Palsy or Congenital
Limb Deficiency
✓ Stable base and option of
using the forearm if joint
protection of the fingers is
necessary. For example,
those with Arthritis.

RECOMMENDED FOR

Weak Grip

Poor Hand Control

Tremor

One Handed
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Mini Easi-Grip® Scissors
MEG-3 | £4.25
A pair of ultra light weight self-opening scissors. Designed for use by those with weak hands or
wrists or who are unable to use conventional style scissors due to swollen and painful joints, but
actually just a very handy pair of scissors that no home (or handbag) should be without!

2

1

3
4
5

MEG-3

FEATURE

BENEFITS

1

Continuous loop
handle

Easy to use even with swollen
joints, finger isolation not
necessary

2

Self-opening
action

Re-opens scissor when pressure is
released reducing effort required

3

Fine pointed blades

Gives precise results for fine /
intricate cutting

4

Small size

Can be used in palm of the hand
and stored in handbag, sewing
box, bathroom cabinet

5

Blade guard

Protects blades and provides
safe storage when not in use

RECOMMENDED FOR

Weak Grip

As there are no finger
and thumb loops less
bias is put on the
blades when cutting,
which means they
can be used in the left
hand too!
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